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THE VISION
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Towards a Vision for Swaffham
The HSHAZ masterplan fully utilises the insights gained 
from extensive engagement and will endeavour to 
realise the aspirations of its community, businesses, 
visitors and youth by enhancing the positive attributes 
of its town, encompassing its heritage (from its 
buildings to its auction and market), developing a 
spatial platform for its community spirit to flourish, 
whilst increasing its perception as Brecklands most 
attractive historic market town.  We will re-shape the 
mobility dynamic by designing for a Swaffham that 
can generate creativity and commercial opportunity 
focussed on communal interests and its heritage of 
performance and nurturing talent whilst bringing 
ample greening to its public spaces. We will use the 
natural historic structure of the town to create a natural 
stage to showcase, amplify and promote Swaffham 
- setting the stage for a sustainable, successful and 
flourishing 21st century market town.
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Celebrate Swaffham’s Heritage Setting 

Ease of arrival 

Create event/ performance spaces

Green dwell spaces and connections

Introduce diverse activities/ events  for all

Put Swaffham on the map

A Vision for SwaffhamVision objectives

Create a consistent back drop
creating an intentional backdrop of trees, planting and buildings

Promote the show
using adequate advertising to promote the Swaffham offer to both visitors and residents through a variety of 
means

Introduce flexibility
to enable people and activities to occupy spaces at different times of the day and seasons

Introduce new performances, acts
using the heritage of Swaffham to inspire new experiences such as diverse markets, open dining opportunities, 
parades and youth platforms

Arrange the Scenery 
from creating spaces to accommodate mass seating or small events using moveable planters and trees to 
parklets and barriers for road closures

Reclaim the space 
for performances, events and activities and their pedestrian audiences away from the impact of HGV vehicles, 
car movement and parking

Create a sense of arrival
as both a pedestrian, cycle and passing vehicle luring those to stop along the way

Set the stage
enhancing the views and experience of Swaffham’s heritage assets 
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Setting the Stage for a 
21st century market town 

A Vision for Swaffham Delivering the vision

Create a consistent back drop
creating an intentional backdrop of trees, planting and buildings

Create a consistent back drop
including an identity design for Swaffham, inclusive of a planting, furniture, paving,  colour, canopy and shopfront palette.

Promote the show
using adequate advertising to promote the Swaffham offer to both visitors and residents through a variety of means

Create a Swaffham brand 
using its heritage to uncover and reveal Swaffham’s heritage assets via a place brand that’s supported by bespoke signage, 
art strategy and character trails, e.g. (pedlars trail, carter trail, nelson trail etc. This can be advertised and promoted 
nationally, locally and in situ.

Introduce flexibility
to enable people and activities to occupy spaces at different times of the day and seasons

Introduce effective stage management
a strategy to manage temporary to permanent use of Swaffham town centre, from the closure of roads and spaces for 
different uses and events and maintenance partnership strategies  events strategies

Introduce new performances, acts
using the heritage of Swaffham to inspire new experiences such as diverse markets, open dining opportunities, parades and 
youth platforms

Provide a consistent palette of materials and furniture
ncluding an identity design for Swaffham, inclusive of a planting, furniture, paving, colour, canopy and shopfront palette. 

 

Arrange the Scenery 
from creating spaces to accommodate mass seating or small events using moveable planters and trees to parklets and 
barriers for road closures

Create the ambiance
pointing towards and highlighting views towards the landmark buildings from paths and resting places, alongside softening 
their curtilage and setting with sensitive greening

Reclaim the space 
for performances, events and activities and their pedestrian audiences away from the impact of HGV vehicles, car movement 
and parking

Rebalance and rediscover the space
temporarily remove and/or move cars for events and performances and permanently in some places, to enhance the setting 
and use for those that sit, use, dwell and view Swaffham.

Create a sense of arrival
as both a pedestrian, cycle and passing vehicle luring those to stop along the way

Tidy up and re-arrange
reducing the street clutter and inconsistent signage and replaced with the design of enhanced green gateways and points 
of arrival into the town.

Set the stage
enhancing the views and experience of Swaffham’s heritage assets 

Mitigate the effect of HGVs
change surfacing, create soft barriers, reduce HGV movement and provide more generous spaces set apart 
from the

Enhance the space
Reclaim

 the space
G

reen the space
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Heritage 
Vision
Re-discovering Swaffham’s 
identity
The following themes reconnect the place to 
people’s aspirations and creativity by promoting 
modes of economic, social and civic interaction 
that recognise Swaffham’s historic ‘market’ as 
both a physical and a functional hub of diverse 
geographic and cultural connections:

A heritage based vision

• markets as places of enrichened sensory 
experience: that connect historical and cultural 
context to socio-economic relationships and 
activities

• town, countryside and provenance: tracing the 
thread of cultural relationship between producer/
maker, trader and consumer

• wealth, local patronage and regional identity: 
creating a catalyst for talent and creativity through 
education and opportunity 

• philosophical and artistic traditions of the ancient 
Mediterranean as a stimulus to north-west 
European culture

Key propositions
The main propositions are:

Set the stage

to rediscover the historic marketplace as a social and 
cultural space that also improves the setting of the 
historic townscape. 

Reclaim the space

promoting good stewardship of the historic 
environment by sustaining socio-economic activities 
and cultural events that secure appropriate uses and 
the maintenance of historic buildings and spaces

• New micro-market concepts that make better use 
of the underused spaces, enhance existing market 
offer and avoid constraints imposed by car parking:

Introduce Flexibility

• The Shambles – a back street, creative space

• London Road Street frontage - café society

• Buttercross/Market Place -safe night-time economy 
-family/youth orientated 

• Temporary stall/pavilion design – use ‘tagging’ 
designs to denote ‘ownership’ of space to define 
distinct areas reflecting social diversity within the 
community

Create a sense of arrival

Recognise and strengthen the identity of the historic 
Back Street (i.e. Theatre Street) as an integral 
component of the marketplace. Directing vehicle users 
to the Theatre Street car park reinvents its original role 
as a convenient means of accessing the marketplace, 
without congesting the central space.

Introduce new performances and acts

Design concept for an interpretative narrative 
framework that ‘rediscovers’ the marketplace through 
heritage and culture

Local notable, Howard Carter, embodies a cultural 
link to North Africa and the Middle East that exposes 
meaningful relationships between marketplaces, 
mobility, culture and aspiration. 

Having grown up in a market town, he would no doubt 
recognise similarity in market traditions across different 
cultural contexts, including souks and bazaars, that all 
serve to transmit the dynamic flow of culture, tradition 
and identity.  

The HSHAZ masterplan can help re-shape the mobility 
dynamic by designing a public realm that generate 
creativity and commercial opportunity focussed 
on youth interests and its heritage of performance 
and nurturing talent. This approach utilises and re-
invigorates the established retail and hospitality 
framework of the market town, engaging the 
hospitality, retail and market trade interest to promote 
entrepreneurial opportunity for new entrants that can 
re-energise the market town experiences that attract 
visitors.
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Enhance the space Reclaim the space Green the space

Mitigate the effect of HGVs

Change surfacing, create soft barriers, reduce HGV 
movement and provide more generous spaces set 
apart from the

Tidy up and re-arrange

Reducing the street clutter and inconsistent signage 
and replaced with the design of enhanced green 
gateways and points of arrival into the town.

Rebalance and rediscover the space

Temporarily remove and/or move cars for events and performances 
and permanently in some places to enhance the setting and use for 
those that sit, use, dwell and view Swaffham.

Introduce effective stage management

a strategy to manage temporary to permanent use of Swaffham town 
centre, from the closure of roads and spaces for different uses and 
events and maintenance partnership strategies  events strategies

Create the ambiance

inclusive of permanent and moveable planting and lighting etc

Create a Swaffham brand 

using its heritage to uncover and reveal Swaffham’s heritage assets 
via a plac e brand that’s supported by bespoke signage, art strategy 
and character trails, e.g. (pedlars trail, carter trail, nelson trail etc. 
This can be advertised and promoted nationally, locally and in situ.

Provide a consistent palette of 
materials and furniture

including an identity design for Swaffham, 
inclusive of a planting, furniture, paving,  
colour, canopy and shopfront palette. 

1. Set the stage 

2. Create a sense of arrival 

3. Reclaim the space 

4.  Introduce flexibility

4. Create consistent backdrop 

5.  Arrange the sceneryDescribing 
the Vision V
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Concept Masterplan Strategies
The adjacent concept masterplan strategies 
summarise how the vision for Swaffham can be 
realised.  

Set the stage and create a sense of arrival: 

this will be achieved by enhancing the public 
space of Swaffham by mitigating the disruptive 
movement of HGV’s by improving the quality of 
the pedestrian focussed areas and setting them 
away from the roadside. The sense of arrival will 
be enhanced by defining green gateways whilst 
improving the pedestrian movement between 
Theatre Street and Station Street car parks and the 
town centre. This will be described further on the 
coming pages.

Reclaiming the space and introducing 
flexibility:

this will be achieved by revealing the potential 
of public and semi-public spaces in and around 
Swaffham that could be managed to provide 
a multitude of different experiences. This can 
be achieved through a management strategy 
that enables the temporary removal of cars and 
closure of roads to facilitate events and activities 
within Swaffham. This can also be used as a test 
towards more permanent activation of spaces on 
Swaffham’s HSHAZ.

Create a consistent backdrop and arrange 
the scenery.

This will be achieved by introducing a clear 
identity for Swaffham that’s supported by a palette 
of materials and furniture that references the 
historical context of Swaffham. A guide would be 
inclusive of planting, paving and a colour palette. 

The following pages will describe these strategies 
in further detail.
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Concept Masterplan Principles

As described below, the adjacent concept masterplan 
strategy summarises the essential moves to enhance 
the Swaffham HSHAZ. Once these principles have 
been agreed, the plan will be developed further in the 
following reports:

Create a sense of arrival 

Create a sense of arrival - as both a pedestrian, cyclist 
and passing vehicle luring those to stop in Swaffham 
along the way:

• Encourage more use of Theatre Street car park as 
an alternative to parking in the centre by unifying 
the signage and creating a variety of more walkable 
routes.

• Remove some of the physical and visual clutter to 
improve the experience on foot and cycle.

 - Affix lighting and signage on buildings where 
possible

 - Share poles to remove vertical intrusions in the 
streetscape

 - Review placement of bins, planters and benches 
- create places of calm and respite

 - Remove unnecessary obstacles whilst ensuring 
that traffic safety is considered

 - Incorporate more dropped kerbs

 - Create points of interest on the route

• Introduce pedestrian-scaled lighting and signage

• Divert pedestrians and cyclists away from Cley 
Road onto quieter streets, eg Whitsands Road

• Improve Theatre Street by introducing: 

 - Wider pavements and a more comfortable 
pedestrian zone

 - More attractive public realm materials (simple 
materials with minimal clutter such as tarmac or 
rolled aggregate can look very attractive if done 
well)

 - Introduce more planting / street trees and 
greenery

 - Introduce low boundary treatments to existing 

front gardens to define public/private space

• Encourage more initiatives like the Garden Centre 
and the public footpath which provides frontage to 
Theatre Street as well as London Street

• Encourage older buildings to restore or upgrade 
their appearance to reduce the impression of 
neglect

 - Consider ways to make the car park feel safer 
in the evenings - introduce more lighting and 
ground level activity

Setting the 
Stage 
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Concept Masterplan Principles

The adjacent concept masterplan strategy 
summarises the essential moves to enhance the 
Swaffham HSHAZ at a wider scale.

Setting the 
Stage 
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4
MASTERPLAN 
ENHANCEMENT APPROACH
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A palette of spatial 
experiences
The plan indicates the potential public and semi-
public spaces available to Swaffham that could be 
managed in different ways to create a multitude 
of experiences across the year.

The idea is to use these spaces flexibly, 
rearranging or closing car parking when necessary 
and introducing temporary structures and 
furniture to enhance whatever experience is 
planned.

This concept is an extension of the way the 
market space already functions; changing from 
car park to market and back as required. Applying 
similar management principles to more spaces 
can optimise the potential of all Swaffham’s 
spaces.

Many of these spaces are currently designed 
specifically for cars with paving used to delineate 
a rigid, and unsympathetic arrangement of car 
spaces with limited pedestrian or shared space. 

Changing the emphasis, without removing the 
ability to park as usual for the majority of the time, 
would make a considerable difference to the look 
and feel of the town. Rebalancing priorities will 
create more welcoming spaces and prioritise the 
comfort of the most vulnerable town users.

Rediscovering 
the Space

Swaffham’s Public and Semi Public Space Palette
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Re- balanced public realm space allocation
The balance of space in the public realm can be shifted to expand and 
contract to accommodate different levels of activity 

1. Existing space given to motor vehicles

2. Existing space given to pedestrians 

3. Proposed intimate activity spaces

4. Proposed large activity spaces

5. Proposed linear activity spaces

1 2

3 Proposed intimate activity spaces 4 Proposed large activity spaces 5 Proposed linear activity spaces
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Gateway spaces
Enhancing existing assets

Swaffham benefits from several natural gateways 
where a sense of arrival is created through 
changes to the arrangement of built form and 
open space that create a notable threshold 
between one spatial character and the next. 
At the moment none are being used to full 
advantage and they could be better designed to 
strengthen the image and identity of the town, 
literally putting Swaffham on the map in people’s 
minds.

Opportunities to emphasise these thresholds 
and heighten the sense of anticipation of arrival 
exist where the buildings and landscape are 
arranged such that they define a dwell point or 
node in the movement network across all scales - 
roads, streets, paths and tracks. This can include 
increased distance between building facades, 
changes to the established building alignment, 
introduction of green spaces and vegetation, 
changes in height or direction and other features 
that together form a memorable point on the 
journey.

These gateways are easy to spot on plan but 
more difficult to perceive on site, especially as 
they are often experienced at speed. Modern 
highways design has eroded the ability to read 
them spaces defined by buildings rather than by 
upstand kerbs and road markings. 

Reclaiming these gateways  through low key 
interventions such as landscape enhancements, 
surface treatments, improved signage and 
lighting would make a significant impact on 
Swaffham’s sense of place, enhancing the sense of 
anticipation and arrival and helping to restore its 
importance as a notable Georgian market town.

Sense of arrival  
& welcome

Gateway spaces
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Gateways

Gateway spaces
The following pages describe the opportunities for 
the gateway spaces as listed below

1 Lynn Street (north)
2 Station Street & Sporle Road
4 Cley road
3 London Street/Haspalls Road

1  

3 

2  

4  

Gateway spaces
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Gateway spaces

1  Lynn Street (north)

This gateway is defined by a significant widening of the 
space between buildings to create a wedge-shaped 
green space with a swathe of grass and some street 
tree planting.

This character change is sufficient to indicate a 
transition from a country road into a more urban 
situation with formally spaced trees and continuous 
building frontage.

The two storey terraced cottages have a traditional 
local character and are reasonably attractive. On the 
north side they sit directly at the back of the narrow 
pavement and appear cramped despite the generous 
building to building width of the space.

At the end of the vista heading out of Swaffham is a 
landmark site currently occupied by a Shell Pumping 
Station with no architectural merit. This detracts from 
overall composition of the space and some visual 
mitigation could be considered.

Ideas for enhancement

• widen north side pavement, reduce carriageway 
width

• resurface with sympathetic materials to emphasise 
the space rather than the road

• introduce texture to encourage low vehicle speeds 
(reduce to 20mph if possible)

• install “welcome to Swaffham” signage or marker 
feature (could be central in the space to foreshorten 
the view)

• introduce human scaled lighting that emphasises 
the green space (eg festoons in the trees)

• consider additional tree planting to indicate 
entering a more formal, urban area

• improve biodiversity with local meadow plants or 
other local species

 

Existing situation (aerial from Google Earth)

1  Lynn Street 

Sense of arrival 
& welcome

Gateway spaces

2  Station Street & Sporle Road

This gateway exists as a sequence of elements; first the 
landmark towers of the Swaffham Baptist Church and 
pretty parade of local shops, then a natural dwell point 
created by the placement of traditional buildings and 
flint walls that define a small, informal square.

Mature trees create an attractive green backdrop and 
provide shade. A lone public bench takes advantage 
of the south facing aspect on the widened area of 
pavement at the junction. 

Pedestrian comfort is poor with narrow pavements and 
wide junction radii making it difficult to navigate on 
foot. 

The “square” is easily perceived on plan, but on the 
ground its form is obscured and its visual impact 
reduced by the strongly defined highways junction. 
It would benefit from a rethink to reinstate its 
importance as a waymarker on the route into Swaffham, 
emphasising the space rather than the roads and 
improving the pedestrian experience.  

Ideas for enhancement

• resurface with sympathetic materials to emphasise 
the space rather than the road

• introduce texture to encourage low vehicle speeds, 
particularly on the stretch of Station Road between 
Sporle Rd and Swaffham centre

• Test removal of cars parked at the entrance of 
Station Street to enable consistent yet moderate 
movement, reducing the pollution from stationary 
vehicles/ HGVs

• install “welcome to Swaffham” signage and/or 
a marker feature (this could double as a speed 
reduction feature)

• introduce human scaled lighting that defines the 
space

• widen pavements where possible and introduce 
more seating

Existing situation (aerial from Google Earth)

2  Station Street & Sporle Road
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Existing situation (aerial from Google Earth)

4  Cley Road/ Beachamwell Road

Gateway spaces

3  London Street/Haspall’s Road 

Approaching Swaffham from the south, there is no 
real indication that you are approaching a historic 
market town until you emerge into the market square 
itself. There are no town signs, waymarkers or roadway 
features to provide a sense of arrival.

The London Street approach has a number of 
opportunities to improve the arrival experience, create 
a stronger visual identity and mind map in keeping with 
Swaffham’s cultural significance. 

Enhancing the sequence of spaces along the route, 
for example using planting, traffic calming features, 
lighting and attractive signage, would create a stronger 
sense of anticipation and arrival.

The Haspall’s Road junction is an ideal gateway 
situation. It is surrounded by pretty buidings, and has a 
green space, phone box, bus stops, recycling facilities 
and a general store. It functions like a village centre 
but has no sense of place. Rethinking this could benefit 
local residents and Swaffham centre.

Ideas for enhancement

• install “welcome to Swaffham” signage in an 
appropriate style and design (not standard 
highways signage)

• consider speed reduction measures around the 
junction to assist pedestrians crossing to the bus 
stops

• resurface with sympathetic materials to emphasise 
the space rather than the road

• rationalise vehicular signage and consider 
redesigning the lighting and painting the poles

• improve the green space eg new boundaries, 
benches, diverse planting, consider reinstating a 
traditional red phone box

• introduce more street trees where possible, eg 
between parking/ loading bays

• introduce human scaled lighting that defines the 
space and provides pedestrian comfort

Existing situation (aerial from Google Earth)

3  London Street/Haspall’s Road 

Sense of arrival 
& welcome
Gateway spaces

4  Cley Road/ Beachamwell Road

Approaching Swaffham from the west and southwest 
along Cley Road and Beachamwell Road brings visitors 
directly to the heart of the town. Both roads are straight 
and fast, and the town creeps up quickly with few visual 
cues to indicate the imminent arrival.

Creating a gateway, or series of low key interventions 
along the route, would help to slow traffic and prepare 
people to look out for pedestrians, cyclists and slower 
moving traffic. 

The approach has a rural character, so any gateway 
features should be in keeping with the surrounding 
fields and hedgerows. Attractive signage such as 
“Welcome to Swaffham, please drive carefully” coupled 
with occasional rumble strips would be sufficient to 
announce the proximity of the town.

There is no immediately obvious location, however 
the junction around Cley Road/ Beachamwell 
Road/ Haspalls Road could work well, particularly 
for installing signage and upgraded greenspace. A 
second intervention at the junction of Cley Road and 
Shoemakers Lane and a third at Theatre Street would 
reinforce the sense of arrival.

Ideas for enhancement

• install “welcome to Swaffham” signage at the 
roadside. This could include a strapline such as 
“the jewel of the Brecks” or imagery associated 
with the town such as the Pedlar of Swaffham

• install occasional rumble strips with decreasing 
distance apart that indicate traffic should slow. 
These are particularly useful at night when visual 
cues are less effective

• consider low maintenance verge-side planting, 
such as colourful meadow flowers that enhance 
biodiversity along the approach route 

• consider planting formally spaced avenue trees that 
indicate a more urban management regime along 
the approach road

• keep lighting low and light key features such as 
the signs and trees (separate from the standard 
highways lighting)
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Sense of arrival 
& connection

Network of Lanes & Ways
It is possible to walk into Swaffham, through 
and around using attractive pedestrian lanes 
and ways as listed below:

1 Shoemakers Lane - Cley
2 The Pightle 
3 Pit Lane 
4 Spinners Lane
4 Shouldham Lane
5 Peddar Way
This network of old lanes and routes is a significant 
open space asset.  These green links reach from all 
directions and converge right into the market place as 
Swaffham’s civic heart and place of commerce, social 
and cultural exchange. 

Many routes have evocative traditional names and 
reflect the strong and ancient connection between 
Swaffham and its surrounding communities. Local 
people, crafts and produce travelled these routes to 
market.

Ideas for Enhancement
• Mark the arrival point into the centre, with a 

‘roundel’ in the pavement, illustrating the names  
Spinners Lane,  Shoemakers Lane.

• Enhance the value of this existing green network, 
by giving distances and connections, either on 
signage, roundels and/or a green network map. 

• Locate cycle stands/seats

• Encourage walking and cycling, active mobility, as 
part of the town’s attraction for green tourism and 
visitors and Sustainable Swaffham.  

• Enhance connections to/from Swaffham out to 
Peddar Way and the wider cycle network

Peddar Way National Trail

Lanes - connecting Swaffham with 
surrounding lands and settlements

Gateway into Swaffham 
for walking/cycling

The Pightle

Shouldham Lane

Spinners Lane

Church Lane

Pit Lane

Cley Road

Peddar Way National Trail
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Maps and Evocative names - Pightle, Town Pit
 

Examples of Roundels in Paving, Public Art
 

Gathering/seating, info-point for local green 
links and nature in the town 

Gateway Spaces 
-connecting & the country

Examples of Roundels in Paving, Public Art 

Cycle stands and enhancements for active 
mobility and green transport links

Green Grid Network - MapExamples of Roundels in Paving, Public Art

Interpretation creating curiosity about local 
interest - beyond the Market Place itself
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Small public 
spaces

Gateway spaces
The following pages describe the opportunities for 
the gateway spaces as listed below

1 Lynn Street (north)
2 Station Street & Sporle Road
4 Cley road
3 London Street/Haspalls Road

Gateway spaces

2
3 

4 
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Urban setting 
The Shambles marks the point where Swaffham’s 
market began to formalise and temporary stalls 
gave way to permanent structures. Its intimate 
scale and informal, organic form, defined by 
haphazard brick buildings, provide an important 
visual and sensory counterpoint to the larger, 
busier spaces and polite architectural expression 
around it.  

Offering opportunities for shelter, respite and 
shade, The Shambles feels secret, quiet and 
enclosed, yet it is highly connected via numerous 
narrow passageways. It is full of potential as 
a flexible space for temporary installations, 
performance, outdoor dining and art, provided the 
cars can be relocated.

Ideas for enhancement

• permanently relocate the car parking and 
introduce bollards to prevent re-occurence

• resurface with a single material to create a 
flexible, calming and tranquil environment

• introduce intimate street lighting designed 
to create atmosphere and delight. Consider 
centrally strung and wall mounted fittings to 
avoid cluttering the ground plain, washing 
walls with light etc.

• consider reintroducing windows and doorways 
that have been previously bricked over to bring 
activity into the space (eg cafe tables, shop 
entrances etc.)

• avoid over-sanitising the space; retain the 
patina of age and visible re-purposing of the 
surrounding buildings

• experiment with temporary installations, 
sculptures, stages and backdrops, moveable 
furniture etc. 

• encourage exploration and discovery by 
enhancing the glimpses into the space - 
strategic placement of lighting, art, surface 
treatment, threshold design etc.

Existing situation (aerial from Google Earth)

Small public spaces 
-The Shambles

1. Blank walls offer opportunities to create urban stage 
sets and backdrops with living walls, murals, lighting and 
historical information

4. The smaller scale of the space is ideal for events such as 
street feasts, spoken word performances, acoustic music, art 
installations etc.

3. Changes to surface paving can indicate hidden paths and 
routes without the need for signposts. This could work well as 
a way to draw people into The Shambles without overstating 

2. The contained space is a perfect home for temporary 
urban props such as moveable play equipment, planters, 
seating and stages
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Historic landscape 
interpretation 
As the historic heart of the market, this space is 
completely unique with its organic form and hidden 
open space as a natural ‘theatre in the round’ and 
alleyways radiating out to every part of the Town. 

Design interventions focus upon revealing its historic 
role as a bustling communal courtyard, by re-
invigorating uses and creating an adaptable public 
resource which fully engages with the medieval 
narratives and existing built form.  Realising its potential 
as a civic space is reliant upon safe, pedestrian access at 
all times. Therefore the interventions look particularly at 
re-engaging with Pedlars (current car park) space, Lynn 
Street, and the re-definition of view lines, crossings and 
public transport. 

Design Interventions

1 Reveal the existing permeability of the Shambles, 
with new lines of paving, to meet the Assembly 
Rooms, the Corn Hall, Lynn Street and both sides of 
the Market Place. Maximise potential for discovery 
and narratives with artistic and crafted materials, 
which lead people into the space. Design effective 
and beautiful lighting, to illuminate and at the same 
time match the narrative of the Shambles. 

2 Relocate parking out of the Pedlar’s car park area to 
provide useable public space, where it serves the 
bus-stop and gateway for arrivals and departures, 
welcoming people into the town that includes 
informal seating, planting and cycle storage.

3 Re-configure paving to define safe crossings from 
the bus-stops and across to the adjacent streets. 
Provide surfaces which support active frontage 
uses, taking consideration of existing cafe and shop 
frontages. 

4 Develop opportunities for informal recreation, 
public art and seating in the triangle space, through 
the co-design process. 

5 Plant new street trees along the north of Lynn Street 
to emphasise this important arrival threshold into 
Swaffham and improve pedestrian comfort and 
visual character.

2 
3

4 

5 

1 

1 

Small public spaces 
-The Shambles

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

Outdoor theatre pop-up - Theatre in the Round   

Performance art, music and theatre 

Walking/cycling gateway - waiting / social space adjacent 
to bus stops

Discovering Swaffham’s narratives, ideas and stories within 
surfaces - alleyways into the Shambles 

Adaptable spaces, for day-to-day uses and/or events
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Urban setting 

2  The Buttercross

The Buttercross is really a space within a space; the 
covered space of the elegant, historic structure sitting 
within a wider, paved curtilage. It is Swaffham’s most 
striking landmark but it appears to function more as 
a monument than as a useable piece of town. Recent 
enhancements to its setting included tree planting, 
paving and seating. 

During the engagement exercise we often heard  it 
referred to as “the bandstand”, however its location 
is quite exposed and noisy, and the structure doesn’t 
seem to provide the right acoustic environment. A 
helpful next step would be to explore what technical 
considerations would enable this structure to be 
used more, taking into account its listed status and 
surrounding environmental conditions.

It would be fantastic if this landmark could sometimes 
be brought into use so that people can interact with the 
whole space.

Ideas for enhancement

• introduce more greenery and softer surfaces - trees, 
large scale planters or planting beds designed as 
part of a wider greening scheme 

• engage an acoustics expert to explore what can be 
done to improve the sound for small and medium 
events in and around the Buttercross structure.

• consider commissioning bespoke “blinds” that can 
be used to temporarily enclose all or part of the 
structure to make it more flexible in use

• curate a programme of events that takes advantage 
of the small scale and “in-the-round” format 
eg, music or spoken word performances, art 
installations, specialist lectures, etc

• consider letting the surrounding hard space for 
outdoor community activities at agreed times of the 
day

• consider installing temporary seasonal equipment 
such as deckchairs, sandpits, water features etc. to 
encourage more use of the cobbled area around 
the pavilion

2  The Buttercross

Existing situation - the Buttercross and its hardscape setting 
(aerial taken from Google Earth)

Small public spaces 
-the Buttercross

1

1. Improve the visual appeal of the market, and increase the 
space available for stalls, by requiring associated vehicles to 
park off-site during trading hours

2. Introduce fun seasonal activities making the most of a 
large, sunny space. (Image: Suffolk Village Info, Bury St 
Edmunds Whitsun beach)

3. The Buttercross is a natural stage, and the whole 
space around it is large enough to host more flamboyant 
performances

4. Introduce planting and areas of softer surfacing to help 
absorb  pollution and noise, create a variety of sensory 
experience and encourage people to stay longer in the space 
(Image source: Merchant Square twitter)


